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About This Game

Behind our comfortable, familiar dimensions, beyond the timeless depths of space, there is a Place that mankind was not meant
to know. A Place hostile to all life. We do not belong there. We cannot survive there. At least, not for long…

Euclidean; a game of geometric horror; a slow descent into the dark, into madness, futility, and despair, where Things greater
than you watch and wait and dream. Struggle for every second of life you have left… Even knowing you’re better off dead.

An endless faller through tense otherworldly environments
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Three difficulty levels: HARD, NIGHTMARISH and IMPOSSIBLE

9 distinct stages of hand-crafted terror

Terrifying VR support

Binaural 3d audio by 3Deception®

Haunting ambient soundtrack

No zombies
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Title: Euclidean
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Alpha Wave Entertainment
Publisher:
AAD Productions
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM 3.0 capable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: For VR Mode: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 (or equivalent) and Oculus Rift DK2 headset - 0.8 runtime
required

English,Italian,French,German
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you cant downlad it as a video. the resolotion is not good. developer cant even speak basic english from level 1.. you hear a c y
ka voice saying its own mambo jumbo,.. and then english text appears "be wary laser can kill you"
at this moment i am like oh myyyyy in soviet russia A means B.. balalaika... Tried this car at bathurst and on the straights it was
like 344 or something, compared to Pagani Zonda which is 376... this is already wierd, and no 7th gear for this car,
with the Zonda I was 3 seconds faster. so sadly not a great car.
The track layouts around Brands hatch will try it later, but since it adds more racing I think thats a good part of the dlc.

Im really in between reccomending and not reccomending, I clicked no cause the mclaren is slow. Probably the best DLC for
falllout 4. A brand new area with a strange but captivating atmosphere. Unlike the other DLC's this one has a good storyline,
that is probably because Valentine is involved in the main quest. In my opinion he was the most interesting character in the base
game. Some side quests are quite good too, so I can definitely recommend this one.. I know this is just a game. I know that the
characters in the game are (most likely) not real. But damn, this game made me cry so hard, when she broke up with me, after
we talked for so long.

I won't go into too much descriptions about the game, if you don't know anything about it, or you just found it.
"Dont' Make Love" is a game about two mantises in a dilemma of wanting to make love but She not wanting to hurt him and
Him being afraid of dieing. You can pick either of the two mantises to try and make a decision.

And... I've run out of things to write about... maybe I should've just published my first statement at the top...

Well... If you'll play the game, don't expect to just go in and be goofing around. You have to play your part like in a theatrical
play, otherwise (at least I got this feeling) your partner will notice you just writing illogic nonsense and start getting upset about
that. Not that I've tried that, to be honest. I automaticly just got sucked into the role and played, feeling as if I was right in front
of this stunningly beautiful female mantis.

Would definitly recommend it and would like to maybe even get in touch with the devs.

Oh and btw: Praying Mantises were my favourite insects already, even before I found this game.. <-----Ghostbusters fan. DO
NOT BUY THIS GAME!!! I have been a fan of the series from the original movie to the cartoon, and even to the new crappy
movie that came out. I still have the original ecto 1 toy and firehouse toy. If I wanted to play anything in the world in VR, it
would be Ghostbusters. Sadly, I wanted these games to be it. These 2 games(now hiring & showdown) are an affront to
Ghostbuster fans and anyone with a pulse that plays video games. This was a cash grab for the developers only. I have the
Oculus Rift(which it says it supports) and I "played" 6 minutes of the game. I say "played" because I gave the game 6 minutes to
allow me to play it. I figured out 2 things in those 6 minutes: 1. How to cross the street. 2. How much lube I will have to buy
next time I throw money at this developer's games. If the controls in a VR GAME take more than 30 secs to figure out,
immersion is broken. At this point I am ranting and you can stop reading, but if you choose to, read on. I watched the video
playthrough of both games because of the bad reviews and because I was fully excited to experience the games IF they were
truley not worth it. The games are normally $7-$10 a game and the play time is like 15 mins. Normally not worth it. But it's
Ghostbusters, right? WRONG! I remember when they went on sale a few weeks ago and said "screw it! I want me some VR
Ghostbusters". I eagerly shoved my headset on and anticipated the awe and wonder of what I would experience. I can safely say
that even if I had invested in this game, I would have counted my losses and even vocalized not to purchase such a shoddy
product. I remain in high hopes that one day we will experience a truely fantastic Ghostbusters virtual reality experience, but for
the love of GOD, this is NOT it!
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It would be a lot more fun if I could survive more than 1 encounter at a time, and didn't get randomly blown up on my way to a
space station to repair... Its just been fight 2-3 ships, survive with ~20% hull, die randomly or spend all your credits repairing,
go off on another mission. Rinse, repeat. So I just die over and over to magically appear again with my stuff still. Seems like I
would have some sort of innate advantage over other ships, instead of dying to 2 of them half the time. Feels less like being a
bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in space and more like being a repetitive martyr.

Don't recommend in its current form... though I really wanted to. I tried..... This game when I first saw it wasn't the game I
thought it was, but when I started it, the joymeter went to from 10 to 100 in 2secs. It's really refreshing from that kind of games
(tug of war), upgrades, combos, ressources, all those adds to this game a nice touch. The concept of using caterpillars is actually
pretty cool, the skins are funny at times (like the hippy one), they make look caterpillar like real predators and badass! The
levels, well it's a tug of war, what do you expect from a tug of war map? else than a straight line. Bosses are quite long, still not
challenging yet (just spam with 125 cost of legs then gg). Sometime challenges for the golden flowers (bonus in missions) are
nearly impossible. Available in nearly any possible language (even japanese!) it is really easy to play and learn, I could give this
game to a 6years old kid and he could play it easily. Haven't tried the multiplayer yet but I think it's pretty much the same but
with all upgrades unlocked.

Overrall i give this game a 9.5/10 would fap again -IGN
Seriously recommend it.. This is a game I only play occasionally when I want to relax and I'm not in the mood for playing
anything else. That's not a bad thing, that's just the role it has for me and it serves it extremely well. It's a 2D side scrolling
puzzle platformer. There's no direct combat (though you can be killed), the game is more about block puzzles, figuring out what
you need to move, where and the correct timing. It's pretty simple at first but after a few sets of levels, things get a little more
challening with puzzles really requiring players to know the ins and outs of mechanics, sometimes forcing the player to learn
new things as they come up with a solution.

Each puzzle is satisfying and so far, not frustrating in the slightest. The visuals are really charming and the music is just nice and
relaxing, it doesn't make you feel at all rushed.

I think my favourite thing about it is the game just doesn't get boring for me and it fits into my life perfectly, being there for
whenever I need it without feeling like I'm forgetting anything. If I'm stuck for something to play or just not having a great
week, I can put this on and even though it doesn't solve those problems, it's a nice way to spend some time.

I highly recommend picking this game up. It's not very expensive at full price and is worth every penny.. A slightly different
take on the "match 3 coloured balls" malarky, but still just as engaging!. Can anyone help me? I bought the North London line
and Gospel Oak add on but i have no scenarios for the North London line? Why dont i have them. HELP!
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